
Google Classroom Code - uvl3clo 

Weekly Zoom Meeting Link - https://apsu.zoom.us/j/97937261729 

 

Korean 1 Syllabus 

Instructor 

Name: Ms. Soseul Park 

Office: Library 

Office Hours: M.W.F. 8:00-9:00 AM/ T.R 9:00-9:30 AM 

Weekly Zoom Meeting: Wednesday 8:00-9:00 AM 

Email: soseul.park@cmcss.net 

 

Materials 

1. Integrated Korean: Beginning 1, 2nd Edition (Klear Textbooks in Korean Language)  

2. Integrated Korean Workbook: Beginning 1, 2nd Edition (Klear Textbooks in Korean 

Language) 2nd Edition by Mee-Jeong Park (Author), Joowon Suh (Author), Mary Shin 

Kim (Author), Sang-Suk Oh (Author), Hangtae Cho (Author) 

3. Korean grammar in USE (KGU), Ahn Jean-myung, Lee Kyung-ah, Darakwon, 2010. 

(PDF) 

 

Course Objectives 

The focus of this course is to train you to function successfully in Korean culture using Korean 

as your primary language. This means that you learn how to present yourself in a way that a 

Korean person will find comfortable. If a Korean person has to adapt to you in order to 

communicate, it is not likely that you can accomplish what you intend in Korea. 

 

 

Expected Learning Outcomes 

At the end of the course, you will be expected to perform in speaking, listening, reading and 

writing Korean at a basic level of proficiency. You should also demonstrate a level of cultural 

understanding suitable for performance of assigned tasks in Korean (e.g., how to make a request 

in an appropriate way). 

Students will work on Google Classroom for submitting assignments and doing assessments. 

Every material will be uploaded to Google Classroom and linked Google Drive.  
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Course Requirements 

1. Check Google Classroom and email every day. 

2. Turn in the assignments on time.  

3. Frequent communication by Google Classroom and email is highly required. 

4. Must attend the weekly Zoom Meeting. 

 

 

Evaluation 

The grade for this course will be based on total points. There will be minimum two assignments 

per week. 

 

 

Class Etiquette 

Even though we cannot meet each other, we will try to create a Korean cultural environment in 

the virtual class. Pretend that you are in a Korean-speaking world as soon as you log on to the 

classroom. Here are some basic behavioral conventions that you need to observe and follow in 

order to show respect to the instructor and your classmates when we have a weekly Zoom 

meeting (Every Wednesday at 8 AM): 

1. Students refrain from wearing a cap or hat in class. 

2. Students refrain from eating or chew gums. 

3. Your cell phone should be turned off or in a silent mode in the classroom.  

 

• Check the attached Zoom Requirements for students! 

 

 

 

 감사합니다.  

[Kamsahamnida] 

Thank you (honorific form) in Korean. 

 


